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Introduction  
Contemporarily the tourism sector is facing wide-ranging challenges due to globalization. The 
sector its self is causing multi-dimensional negative effects to the existing society, economy & 
environment of the earth. The increasing openness of the international market has both 
positive and negative impact in the tourism sector. The tourism industry under current 
conditions is confronted with a number of key challenges that will influence its long –term 
development and success, and that set the agenda for public policy action. These include; 

♦ Globalization and Changing Market 
♦ Economic wide-impact of Tourism 
♦ Climate change & sustainability  
♦ The knowledge economy  
♦ Human resource  
♦ Productivity & competitiveness 

Despite, short term crisis are occurring on a travel business cause of the above variables, on the 
other hand, there is a consensus that long term demand prospects for the international travel 
business & it has also shown itself capable rapidly to recover.   

Remedial actions required to reduce the negative impacts of the above variability & to reinforce 
the tourism sectors’ strengthen. Such remedial actions are policy initiatives such as Designing & 
implementing Sustainable Tourism Policies. Thus, operating Tourism business sustainably and 
responsibly will positively react to these key & contemporary negative variables.  

Why Sustainable Policy for ETL? 

The prefix ‘Sustainable’ is currently being widely used in various fields, such as Tourism. Thus 
sustainability has become one of the most strategic issues for many industries. For example for 
the tourism industry, which is the fastest- growing industry, operating its daily practices 
sustainably & responsibly has become one of the amongst its contemporary trend.  Though, 
Tourism is regarded as an indispensible industry for both social & economic development, it has 
negative effects too. Thus if it is not managed properly it may cause permanent damage to the 
physical, social, cultural, economic environment of tourist destinations. That is why ETL 
integrated a sustainable Policy in to its Tourism Business Operation.    

Mission  
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Communicate brand, services, & products of ETL; Build positive image, Tourism Services & 
products of the country aggressively with targeted clients through, operating Tourism Business 
sustainably & responsibly to gain a reasonable share from the Sector’s diverse benefits.  

Objectives; 

⮚  Enhance our overall business performance by 30 percent  
⮚  Reduce our socio-economic & environmental negative impact by 25 percent  

Watch Word  

Communicate Sustainability, Practice Sustainability, & Promote Sustainability whenever 
operating Tourism Business! 

ETL Tour & travels Sustainability Management Team 

Running a Tourism Business sustainably & responsibly is ETL’s forefront part of its management. 
Thus, to implement a sustainability policy, design sustainability action plan, define a mission 
statement & develop a Human Resource Policy team of sustainability management is 
appointed. The team has two representatives (The owner & a senior staff).  

1. Yemisrach Tigistu Woldeyesus ( Responsible as Sustainability Coordinator) 
2. Minyamir Asrat Eneyew ( Sustainability Team Member) 

The role of ETL’s Sustainability Team is  

♦ Appoint a sustainability coordinator among ETL’s Employees & aware the sustainability 
policy of a company to all employees.  

♦ Develop & implement a sustainability policy, design sustainability action plan, and 
define integrated company’s mission statement.   

♦ Communicate sustainability practice to employees, local agents, destinations, 
accommodation, clients & public for transparency   

♦ Conduct a baseline assessment to asses a company’s sustainability practice, design 
sustainability guideline & assessment system to monitor sustainability practice of key 
suppliers & partners.  

Major Areas considered under ETL Tour & travel’s Sustainable Policy (ESP) 

Our company’s sustainable policy mainly focuses on operating business sustainably & 
responsibly within our company & in cooperation with our key partners (Accommodations, 
Transport rentals, Restaurants, Local guides, local representative agencies, Camping Rentals) 
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destinations & clients on specific major variables; The sustainability areas has made under the 
following three variables.   

Corporate Sustainability Policy (Continuously Improving Company Performance) 

Our sustainable Tourism Business Operation Policy integrates quality management system. 
Therefore, it reviews its entire former internal material, financial & human resources 
management system. For readability reason our internal sustainability policy is particularized as 
follows.   

A. Internal Socio-Economic Sustainability Policy 

ETL has reviewed its previous management & established a new socio-economically sustainable 
management policy. To communicate & keep it transparent with employees, partners, clients, 
public, implement & follow up it, the new policy has different published written materials.  
Among published written materials based on a research some of them are listed below.  

♦ Human Resource Policy  
♦ Well- defined Job description  
♦ Sustainability Tourism Business Operation Policy 
♦ Enabling Action Plan 

The purpose of ETL’s corporate social Sustainability Policy/Practice is to help the company 
contentiously improve. Thus, ETL sets its previous basic resources in to three categories to 
utilize them effectively in terms of better & productive time & financial management with their 
reduced impact towards social environment.  

1. Human Resource.  

ETL has a new Human Resource policy which is reviewed to meet the objective of our 
Sustainability Tourism Operation Business Policy. Though, our Human Resource Policy has it 
how our Corporate Social Sustainability Policy is designed to utilize our Human Resource in a 
manner with reduced time, finance & -ve social impact more efficient & productive, we have a 
list practices here for more discussion reason.  

 

♦ qualified Employee 

ETL will support & encouraged employees to update their information, knowledge, skill & ability 
towards their profession through various learning platforms. 
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● E-learning & Book Reading  

Minyamir Asrat will be in charge of this subject. 

 He will combine intelligence & look for necessary educational resources & materials. These 
resources are meaning help our employees update their information, improve their knowledge, 
and build their capacity & skill about their current jobs so that their productivity & efficiency 
improved. They will be made available & advised to each employees with the help of Minyamir 
through varies ways. He will share & communicate them to each employee online or in house.      

● Attending researches, conferences,& workshops 

Yemisrach Tigistu will be responsible for this Subject.  

Her role will be to follow up such kind of events organized by key partners, select useful ones, 
insist invitation from the organizers & assigned the right employee to attend it.    

● On job trainings on  ( Every Four Months For One Week) 
 

♦ Digitally Literate & Technologically Armed Employees 

The contemporary Tourism Business operation Trend demands digital technology support. 
Understanding this, we are fully committed to create digitally literate & technologically armed 
work Force to upkeep our corporate social sustainability practice successful. This work force is 
equipped technologically & digitally literate so that, it will use internet & technology instead of 
office material resources to reduce wastage. This also will enable them do their Job at any time 
& place besides casual working time & place so that customer satisfaction will be higher & 
productivity will increase.     

 

 

♦ Develop customized in house & online Soft Ware.   

ETL will develop innovative in house and online Soft Ware & website to work 24 hours, 
(increase working hours of a company per day). On it each employee can accomplish his/her job 
at any time, place (increase working hours of employees per day & Confortable working 
environment) so that the company will be more reliable, available & its reception will be quick 
(customer satisfaction). Besides, ETL will use automatic answering machine too. ETL gradually 
will build a working culture at Virtual Office & Casual Time. A day will be divided in to three 
shifts each 8 hours.      
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2. Material Resource  

To run our day to day Sustainability Tourism Operation Business materials resources are 
managed properly & replaced with advanced ones. Thus, our office & employees are equipped 
& armed with advanced technologies. These technological material properties are portable, 
fast, and easier for use, & multiple uses. They are compatible & comprehensively supported 
with physical & online technologies. The reason behind employing the technologies with our 
reform was intend to suitably match them with our customized in house & online software. 
Whereby, these technologies are in use, there is  

♦ Reduced cost 
♦ Reduced working time waste  
♦ Reduced waste resource  
♦ Reduced environmental impact ( the more technologies in use less papers used) 
♦ More closer to technological knowledge & culture 
♦ Suitable working environment  

   
3. Financial Resource  

Our sustainable business operation management reform is made from efficient man power, 
technologically advanced material resource so that manage finance & time properly in a 
manner to enable our company earn more profit with a reduced cost. This reform is based on a 
research, therefore the reduced cost after the reform, will earn the same or more benefit from 
the former administration.  

B. Internal Environmental & community sustainably Policy (Reduced impact 
on environment, economy & society).   

Our company implemented corporate environmentally friendly sustainability policy to enhance 
healthy relations with the community, protect, conserve & create sustainable environmental 
for a better life & clients satisfaction. We enforce environmentally friendly specific sustainable 
practices to insure this policy become the culture of our office. The purpose of enforcing this 
policy is to reduce our corporate operation management’s impact towards environment & 
establish good relations with the community.  

ETL operates sustainable practice on the following lists of priority Options.  

♦ Printed Promotional Materials 

ETL has reduced its promotional technique with printed materials & replaced it with creative 
digital type.  
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1. Use the soft copy of the all promotional materials to disseminate & communicate your 
company’s services & products to your target society.  

2. Produce a customized data traveler & default the soft copy the promotional materials 
with in it & communicate your message with our clients. 

3. Create digital link that can redirect to a soft copy of Promotional Messages   

Besides, ETL encourages and practices sustainable management system to reduce our 
internal operation’s impact to the environment making the following practices continuous 
corporate culture.   

1. ETL will install water saving jar to avoid the use of bottled water in the office. 
2. ETL will create awareness to its staffs about separating waste materials which can be 

reused, recycled & properly disposing others.  
3. ETL is contracted a purchasing agreement with suppliers using low energy equipment & 

buys low energy equipment.    
 

♦ Reduce transport use. 
 

4.  ETL will encourage & incentivize staffs avoid private transport.  
5. ETL will made contract with messengers & liaison agents to avoid employees travel  
6. ETL uses & will continue using   online meetings to reduce using transport & reduce 

wastage of time.  
7. Effectively use gov’t E-Services  
8. Install water Jar on a long haul vehicles  

 
 
 

3. External Sustainability Management policy ( Socio-economic, community 
& environmental Reduced Impact)  

ETL has revised its general business operation management integrating sustainability business 
operation policy. This management is designed & implemented for our company & key partners 
working with us. Though, the scope of social, economic, natural, & environmental areas 
impacted cause of tourism are broader our sustainability practice support is restricted cause of 
resource limitation. We are practicing our sustainability Policy on particular priority 
sustainability options.  

Our external policy will be implemented with the cooperation & participation of our key 
partners. . In most cases we give strong preference to establishments that follow sustainable practices 
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throughout all aspects of their operation. Thus, ETL aggressively communicate, promote & practice 
sustainability with its key partners. Besides, ETL Facilitate & encourage key partners who has 
not yet practicing sustainability to integrate sustainability with their corporate business 
operation management and practice sustainability. ETL made a category of five key partners.  

These are lists of our key partners  

1. Agents 
2. Accommodations  
3. Transport  
4. Destinations  
5. Customers 

The purpose of ETL’s initiative to review its general operation management is to integrate it 
with a sustainable Tourism Business Operation Policy, consequently the key partner’s & its 
intervention towards the society, economy, & environment will have a reduced negative  in its 
place their positive intervention towards will increase. Thus, customer’s satisfaction will be 
grater; partners & ETL will be productive. 

 Generally; 

♦  The community earn its fair & reasonable share from the sector  
♦ Protection of natural, historic & cultural resources  
♦ Optimize satisfaction of tourists  
♦ Tourist economy will be healthy   
♦ Well-being of the locals 
♦ Safety & Security of Tourist will be higher 
♦ Protect Indigenous cultures & local tradition.  
♦ Environmental pollution will decrease  
♦ The growth of Tourism will be sustainable  

Since ETL revised its previous Tourism Operation Business & replace it with sustainability Policy 
integrated one, ETL Communicates Sustainability, Promotes sustainability & Practices 
sustainability aggressively with the collaboration of its key partners as well to the public, 
whenever it operates Tourism Operation Business. Moreover, it creates awareness all about 
sustainable Tourism & disseminates comprehensive information about sustainable Tourism 
between these groups of partners as well to the public through various communication tools.    

Though, we stayed longer since re-organize our former operation management in to 
sustainable tourism business operation, the scope of our intervention was very limited. 
Therefore we knew & had liked to provide prior information that the sustainability tourism 
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development gap is still wider. Far more we are too committed to encourage & support our 
customers interested to travel with us more sustainably.  

We are also communicating sustainability tourism development with the concerned & 
interested communities to work on it.      

ETL keep lists of most priority sustainability options & practice it with the cooperation of its key 
partners which comply with its sustainability policy. ETL’s most priority Sustainability Options 
are chatted as follows.  

1. Build  A Public Toilet (Supporting Women) 

ETL will run a research & select a destination which highly deserves a public toilet. Thus, ETL will 
build a public toilet to keep the destination clean & suitable (clean environment) for visit so 
that visitor’s satisfaction will be higher. A permanent job opportunity will be created for a 
certain number of women from the nearby community. These women will keep the public toilet 
clean every day for use. They will be paid a salary every month. Besides, they will collect a fixed 
amount of money from users for each use so that they can earn more daily. This daily income 
partially will be accounted for shopping housekeeping materials & the rest will become their 
daily income.     

2. Donate school materials ( Supporting Children)    

This program is included with all our products & services. We promote & communicate it with 
our products & services through our promotional communication tools. Once our customers 
book us choosing our service & offer, then 5% of our profit from this payment will goes for 
donation. We will buy the school material before our clients arrive so that our customers will 
visit the school in route during their trip and they themselves will donate it.  

3. Promote a Sustainable Destination  

ETL will select a single destination, its sustainability issue is the prior option & run a detail 
research to find its sustainability gap so that publish the result to communicate it to key 
partners & public through various communication platforms. Farther, we will finance 100 
customized data travelers & give to key partners to disseminate sustainability information of 
the destination.      

4. Trainings & Awareness Campaign  

 ETL budget a defined percentage (5%) from its annual benefit to organize trainings & create 

awareness about sustainable tourism development. ETL will encourage & facilitate key 

partner’s to sponsor & organize such like events together.  
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5. Clean & Green Destination  

ETL budget a defined percentage (5%) from its annual benefit to organize a model campaign to 

create ‘’Clean & Green Destination’’. Key partners will be encouraged & participate in such 

program in several ways. Lists of our partners will participate in planting trees at despoiled 

destination & cleaning an exposed destination with waste disposals.     

;’ 

 

 


